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Volume 12 Issue 2

Who You Gonna Call? Exam Busters!
By: Lucio Ortiz

As many of you have probably realized by now, your prior experience
as an undergraduate most likely did
not prepare you for the rigors of
Law School. Nothing is ever given
and time is always in demand. With
exams approaching, you may find
yourself experiencing levels of
stress and anxiety never thought
possible.
To put things in perspective, get a hold of this.
Studies have shown that
lawyers frequently suffer
from a lack of balance in
their lives. Endless hours at
work, not enough sleep,
and stress result in little
time for a satisfying personal life. Sound familiar?
It should as these studies
also show it all begins in
Law School.
Is this the life you want to lead?
No! For some of you, taking an
exam or dealing with Law School is
not an issue. If so, congratulations!
However, for most of you, this may
be all too real. Whatever side you
fall on, this issue of Heafey Headnotes should offer you some insight
that will lead to a more pleasant

exam experience.
Inside you will find a bounty of resources. From old exams to strategies for studying and taking them.
There are also links to relevant and
useful online exam resources.
Additional balance is also provided
in discussions on how to care for
your mind, body, and soul. Want to
get away from studying? Then you
will likely enjoy our book and video
reviews. And don’t miss our new
Heafey Fun Zone with games, puzzles, and trivia!
In this issue we also introduce a new section called,
“What Do You Think?” In
it we will briefly describe a
current event in the world
that involves conflicting
views. You will then have a
chance to speak out and
voice your opinion with
the best response appearing in the next issue.
And, back by popular demand, we
include a section on library policies
and regulations! We can almost
hear the celebrations now!
Library humor aside, we would like
to remind you that during this time
all the staff of Heafey Law Library
are here to help you. Don’t hesitate
to ask us any questions. Whether
on a books location, or for good
study places. That’s why we’re here!
And, if you’re happy, we’re happy.
Good luck on your exams and best
wishes for a pleasant holiday break.

Did You Know…..
♦

The library provides copies of
cases, statutes, and other legal
material to prisoners in the
state of California for free

♦

The Santa Clara University Law
School was founded in 1912

♦

Thomas Jefferson founded the
first law school in the U.S. at
the College of William & Mary

♦

In 240 BC, Rome passed a law
prohibiting lawyers from accepting fees for their services

♦

That if someone fires a bullet at
you but misses it is considered
an assault

♦

That the term prunes is now
officially replaced by the term
dried plums in California
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Printing Reminders
If you print off of Lexis or
Westlaw make sure to
send your print jobs to
the Stand Alone Printers.
In addition, think before
you print. Not only is ink
and paper expensive but
it also amounts to sloppy
research. Don’t confuse
quantity with quality.
While it may not cost you
anything now, excessive
printing only leads to
bad habits. Realize that
when you enter a law
firm you will be charged
for using Lexis and Westlaw, which is quite expensive. And, you will be
charged by the number
of lines you print. Think
about that and then ask
yourself if excessive
printing and corresponding high costs will make
a good impression on
your law partners. Now
you know.

Library Wall of Shame
PHONES

GARBAGE

Jennifer Torts was found guilty of
using her cell phone to call the
psychic phone line while in the
library. The nerve! Her punishment was to clean books with a
toothbrush. To avoid a similar
fate, please be courteous to others and turn off cell phones or
put them on a low setting. In addition, use of cell phones should
only be done outside of the library.

Ant I. Trust was found guilty of
throwing gum wrapper air planes
at unsuspecting law students.
What’s worse, he didn’t even
bother to clean up his mess! As
punishment, he had to wipe
down all the tables with lemon
scented polish and dust the
books with one goose feather.
Sorry for sounding like your
mother but please pick up after
yourself. There are garbage cans
throughout the library. Do your
part to keep your library looking
as neat as possible.

NOISE
Rem Edees was found guilty of
running through the California
Collection and screaming at the
top of his lungs after getting a
wicked paper cut as he read
Witkins. Our remedy for Rem
was a band-aid and a few
hours of a game we call
“shelve the books”. As a
common courtesy to others
in the library please keep your
voices down so everyone can
study in peace.
FOOD & DRINK

Important Phone Numbers
Circulation Desk:
Reference Desk:
Law Records:
CELL

554—4072
554—4452
551—1851
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Martha Wexis was found guilty of
eating a sauerkraut sandwich with
a dill pickle and 64 oz Big Gulp
from the neighboring 7-11. As
punishment, she had to vacuum
the entire library. As an added
punishment she had to buy the
staff lunch for violating the noise
policy as a result of the crunchy
dill pickle. Please enjoy your
lunch or snacks outside the library. If you must have coffee,
use the mugs that were handed
out during orientation.

NO LAPTOP ZONE
Kim Proportee was found guilty
of using her laptop to write love
letters to her boyfriend while sitting in a non-laptop area. Her
punishment was to write a
formal apology to students
she bothered and to clean
computer keyboards in all the
labs. Please refrain from using
your laptop at the tables on the
back left wall of the second floor
facing the mission church.
Please do your part to make sure
everyone has a pleasant experience in the library. If you notice a
problem, whether with another
person or a machine in the library,
please tell a staff member. A little
awareness goes a long way. Besides, you wouldn’t want your
name plastered on the next publication for violating our polices,
would you?
Ñ
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How do you spell relief? R-e-f-e-r-e-n-c-e
Ever need help
translating a
strange citation?
Need to do a full
legislative history
of a federal law
and don’t know what a legislative history is? Can’t remember
how to find a case when you
don’t have the citation? Have an
interview with a judge and need
to know more about her? Have
to find a zip code for Harvard
University?
Reference can help! The librarians at the reference desk are here
to help you with research, both
online and in the books. We can
help you search for materials on
OSCAR, assist in narrowing
your research, show you how
digests or looseleaf sets work,
and suggest other sources to try.
We can help you with Lexis and
Westlaw searching. Reference
can also help with Lexis and
Westlaw ID’s, the Lexis and
Westlaw printers, and the microform reader/printers.

No matter how weird the question (within reason) we will try
to help. We’ve helped people
track down the dimensions of a
bowling alley (for a personal injury case). We “dug up” articles
on whether prozac works for
puppies of perplexed people!
(No kidding, people actually are
giving prozac to their dogs!)
Ghoulish but true: we had to locate the chart which sets the
damages for loss of an arm or
leg (in workers compensation
cases.)
The Reference desk is staffed by
Whit Alexander, Prano Amjadi, Shelley Blackman, Dave
Bridgman, Dolores de la
Fuente, Mary Hood, and Ellen
Platt. Together we have many
years of legal and research experience along with various library degrees and/or J.D.’s
Please visit us during exams and
beyond for all your legal research needs. ×

Heafey Headnotes:
What’s in a Name?
The law library is named for
Edwin A. Heafey Sr. (18981979), a graduate of the prelaw studies program and a
generous supporter of the law
school. His contributions made
possible the construction of the
law library in 1963 and an addition in 1972. He was president of the State Bar in 1957-58
and a Fellow of the American
College of Trial Lawyers.
As you all know by now (or as
you 1L’s who are in legal research and writing are about to
find out), a headnote is a summary of each point of law in a
judicial or administrative opinion. Headnotes are usually
(Continued on page 11)

For Your Interlibrary Loan Needs
If you have searched OSCAR and determined that the book you need is not available on campus, PLEASE TRY LINK+. Click
on “Connect to LINK+” which is located at the top right hand corner of the main OSCAR menu page. This allows you to
borrow books from a consortium of several Cal State University libraries and other California libraries. LINK+ delivers books
in 3 to 4 days, usually. Notification will be sent by mail, but you can check your circulation record to see when the book
has arrived. LINK+ books must be picked up at the Orradre Library Circulation desk.
If the book you need is not available through LINK+, then please fill out an Interlibrary Loan Request form. The pink ILL
forms are located at the Heafey Reference Desk. Another option is to use the online ILL form on OSCAR..
LINK+ only works with books. If it is a photocopied article you need, please fill out the Interlibrary Loan form.
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Heafey Exam Central
Past Law School Exams
No one ever knows what to expect when they take a Law
School exam. If anything, the
surprise factor is what makes
them so challenging. But all is
not lost. One of the best things
you could do to prepare for your
exams is to look at previous law
school exams.
Past law exams have several
benefits. They provide insights
as to how a professor tests his/
her students along with what
they think is important. Often
times you can decipher patterns
in their exams which in turn can
help you develop strategies to
focus your studying. And that
really is the key. By focusing
your studies on what’s important and relevant you can minimize the tendency of getting
lost in abundant and sometimes
vague facts of law.

Net. Not only is it more convenient in that you can download and
print off your computer, but it
also is accessible anywhere with
internet access. And, you won’t
have to duke it out with a photocopier that could jam or eat your
copies and valuable money! Best
of all, it saves you time, which in
Law School, is like winning the
lottery!

∗

ClaraNet Exams
You’ve chosen to follow my advice, smart, very smart! Tear this
page and put it in your pocket for
added luck as I have blessed it
with my power. Back to reality,
here is the path to finding exams
on ClaraNet:
∗

∗
∗

Exams in the library can be
found in two places:
♦
♦

ClaraNet
Reserve Room

In terms of which location is the
preferred one, that really is up
to you. If I can offer a suggestion, it would be to use Clara-

If you find pleasure in being a
book worm, and computers
don’t cut it, then listen up! To
the circulation desk we go:
∗

∗

Where Do I Start?

Reserve Room Exams

∗

∗

Choose “Connect to ClaraNet”
from the OSCAR homepage
Click on the link for Law
School Exams
Click on the course name for
the exams you want
Enter the password to access
exams: marshall
Click on the professors name
you would like to see exams
for
Choose the exam you want
and click on the link to open it
for printing

Keep in mind that ClaraNet only
has exams from 1990 on, and that
not all professors place exams on
ClaraNet.

∗
∗
∗

∗

∗

∗

Obtain the Exam Index from
the Circulation Desk
Search for the class name in
the index. Don’t worry, it is
alphabetized.
Search for the professors
name in the class section
All exams for that professor
will be listed by year
An F next to the year means
we have a final, an M means
it is a midterm
Now that you know the
years we have exams for that
professor, go ahead and enter the reserve room next to
circulation
All exams for a particular
year are bound in maroon
colored exam books with the
call # KF 292 S3 A2
Pull the year you need, locate the exam, and photocopy it to study later

Keep in mind that you need to
check out the exam books if you
leave the Reserve Room, even if
you will be staying in the library.
If you need further assistance
with exams, ask someone at the
Circulation Desk.
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Exam Strategies: In A Nutshell
Whether you are a novice or a seasoned veteran at taking law
school exams, there are various study aids in the Library’s collection and online which you might find helpful. These study
aids include texts on exam preparation and exam-taking, along
with sample essay questions and answers.

Study Aids In Print
How to Study Law and Take
Law School Exams in a Nutshell

(Reserve, KF 283 B87 1996)
Discusses study aids and exams. With sample exam questions and answers for Civil
Procedure , Constitutional
Law, Contracts, Criminal
Law, Property, and Torts.
How to Do Your Best on Law
School Exams (Reserve, KF 283

D44) Provides strategies for
outlining courses and preparing for and writing exams.
Sample exam problems and
answers included.
The Eight Secrets of Top Exam
Performance in Law School

(Reserve, KF 283 W48 1995)
Sample exam questions and
model answers in addition to

the author’s eight secrets of
test-taking.
Getting to Maybe: How to Excel
on Law School Exams (Stacks,

KF 283 F57 1999) Law professors Richard Michael Fischl
and Jeremy Paul devote several chapters to recognizing
and addressing issues on
exam essays. There are tips
on preparing for exams and
writing exam answers, mistakes to avoid on exams, and
answers to frequently asked
questions about law school
exams. Sample questions and
answers for Torts, Property,
Constitutional Law, and Contracts are also included.
Hint, notice the call #’s are all
from KF 283 range.

Study Aids Online
There are several resources online that you may find both useful
and interesting as you prepare for your exams. I will review two
websites that I found to be relevant to the exam process:
Jurist: The Legal Education Network
Http://www.jurist.law.pitt.edu/index.htm
(Continued on page 11)
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O Book,
Where Art Thou?
Have you ever looked for a book
on OSCAR that was available
and then upon looking for it you
find that it is not on the shelf?
You may be telling yourself,
what happened to the book? Did
I write the call # down correctly?
Am I lost?
Before jumping to any conclusions, ask yourself this: What
was the location of that item?
Many people assume that all the
books in the library are in the
same location. Not so! Heafey is
made up of several locations.
Here are the main areas of the
library you may encounter:
1. Periodicals: 2nd floor, directly above circulation desk
2. California Collection: 1st
floor, next to Copy Room
3. Reference: 1st floor, as you
enter the library on the right
4. Stauffer Reserve: 1st floor,
next to circulation desk
5. Microforms: 1st floor, next
to Di Napoli computer lab
6. Compact: 1st floor, to the
left of Microforms
7. Index Tables: 1st floor, in
front of the Toso lab
8. Heafey Stacks: Everything
else! Mainly on 2nd floor.
If you still can’t find the book,
and you looked on the book
carts, then see Circulation to
place a search on the book. Ö
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HEAFEY
MICROCLIMATES

Mind,
Body,
& Soul
Wouldn’t it be nice if you
could simply fly away to some
tropical island, away from
civilization and the stress of
exams? Does your body ache
every time you sit through an
8 hour reading period? Do
your eyes twitch every time
you write an outline for a
class and your fingers feel
numb from the abuse of a
highlighter? If so, it may be
time to consider how to get
your mind, body, and soul
back into balance.
If you feel tired or fatigued
then it may be time for a
break. Generally, it's not advisable to stay up all night
cramming. Learning diminishes with fatigue and you'll
think more clearly if you're
rested. If you do stay up late,
give yourself frequent breaks
to keep your mind alert.
Take care of your body as
well. Studies have shown that
consistent exercise along with
a balanced diet leads to an
overall improvement in how
you feel. Not only will this
give you more energy, which
you can then focus on exams,
but it will also get you
through all those long hours
of studying.
And please don’t stress too
much! While exams are important, realize that being a
good lawyer is not based on
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how well you take a test. It is
more a combination of qualities and skills. You will improve as time moves on. Besides, excessive anxiety will
only reduce your ability to
think clearly.
Make sure that on the day before your exam you get plenty
of sleep. Your mind needs
that rest to analyze and
makes sense of all the information you tried to cram into
it the weeks prior to your
exams.
On exam day wake up a little
early and have a pleasant
breakfast. Take some snacks
with you as well, preferably
fruit and plenty of water, if
you need something to
munch on during the exam.
Get to your class early and
use those minutes to unwind.
Chances are, if you have given
yourself adequate preparation, you'll feel better about
the test before you take it.
And when it is all over, celebrate…it’s not too late to get
on that plane to paradise.

Microclimates are one
thing but why is it that the
library often has such extremes in temperature—
arctic in one place, tropical
only a few feet away? In
simplest physics the library is divided into newer
and older heating/cooling
systems. The oldest system has been chugging
along since before the libraries first major renovation in 1987. The newer
system was put in place in
1998.

The old faithful system
heats and cools the conference rooms, circulation office, main reading room,
labs and the periodicals
balcony. The newer system
takes care of everything
else. If you’ve ever walked
between the main reading
room and the California
collection and felt the difference in temperature; it’s
because you have just
crossed Heafey’s very own
equator; the magical line
between the new and old
systems.
(Continued on page 11)
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Check It Out:
Book & Video Reviews

Want to get away from your studies? Why not
read a book! No, not books on Property or Torts,
but fun books! But since the previous comment
may anger some of the faculty, I will try to expose
you to books that are both interesting and of a
legal nature. Just a quick reminder, most of these
type of books are over at Orradre Library since
they have a more general collection. Orradre is
located across from Benson as you walk towards
the Parking Structure. Don’t worry about access
either as they are open to everyone.

Rattling the Cage: Toward Legal Rights for Animals by Steven M. Wise. (Orradre, HV 4708 W57)
Forward by Jane Goodall.

Jane Goodall likens this book to the animals’
Magna Carta, Declaration of Independence, and
Universal Declaration of Rights all in one. Noted
animal rights lawyer author Steven Wise makes a
compelling case for extending legal rights to chimpanzees and bonobos in this fascinating book. He
questions why a chimpanzee who can communicate with language, count, understand the minds
of others, feel complex emotions, live in a complex
society, and makes and uses tools has no rights at
all while a human in a permanent vegetative
state still has some legal rights. By providing historical analysis along with descriptions of work by
primatologists, he develops a story that is both
consuming and well thought out. To learn more
about him and the rights of animals, visit his website at: Http://www.cefr.org
If this is not your thing then why not peruse
Heafey’s own section of mystery novels. They are
located upstairs between the state materials and
periodicals at the call number ranges of PR—PS.
Happy reading!

If books are not your thing, or if you’re just tired of
reading, why not sit down to a movie and popcorn. While your at it, invite some friends over to
enjoy the movie with you so that you can all take
a break from your studies and regain some sanity.
And best of all, the library has blockbuster videos
at not so blockbuster prices! So relax and let the
show begin.

The Verdict starring Paul Newman, Charlotte

Rampling, James Mason, Jack Warden, and Milo
O’Shea. 129 Minutes, Color, 1982.
Paul Newman gives one of the finest performances of his career as a down-and-out alcoholic
lawyer who gets one last chance to redeem himself when he takes on a controversial case. Directed by Sidney Lumet and written by David
Mamet, the film boasts a distinguished cast. Neman’s flawless portrayal of a desperate man fighting impossible odds won him a Best Actor Oscar
nomination, and the film was nominated for Best
Picture of 1982. From the beginning to the end,
you’ll be enthralled by every development that
shapes The Verdict.
If a drunk lawyer does not interest you, then why
not check out some of these other titles, all available at the Circulation Desk for 24 hr loans:

•
•
•
•
•
•

12 Angry Men
A Time To Kill
A Civil Action
The Firm
To Kill A Mockingbird
Compulsion

And many more! Happy viewing!
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What Do You Think?
Keeping abreast of current issues and trends in law and the
legal profession is an essential professional skill. It is a
skill which will enhance your studies and employment opportunities as well as help you become better
attorneys in the future.
To help you with this endeavor we decided to introduce a
new section that discusses current events in the world. These
events are typically of a legal nature and involve conflicting and
diverse views. You will be given the opportunity to voice your opinion
by e-mail, with the best responses being published in the next issue of
Heafey Headnotes.
As many of you know, in the past few years Microsoft has been in several
legal battles with various businesses and government organizations. These
legal challenges are a result of alleged monopolistic business practices by
Microsoft that may have broken antitrust laws. Opponents claim that Microsoft uses their Windows Operating System [program that manages and runs
other programs/applications on computers], which is installed on the majority of computers in the world, as a “display case” for their own software.
Software previously had to be purchased separately from the Operating System. By bundling their own software on Windows, Microsoft has an unfair
market advantage over other companies with similar software on the market.
The argument is that people will have no reason to purchase other competing
software if there is a viable option already on the computer. Couple this with
Microsoft’s resistance to open up their “code”, or blueprints to Windows, to
competitors so that they can develop software that works as well with Windows as Microsoft’s software has led to much of the controversy.
Microsoft counters with the argument that they have every right to bundle
any software they want with Windows since they developed and financed
the Operating System. Any controls placed on the companies behavior and/
or business practices would be detrimental to future products and creativity.
They feel that bundling other software with Windows is for the benefit of the
consumer by enhancing their experience with computers and providing more
options that will make their life easier. They reject the argument that they are
a monopoly and that their behavior is anti-competitive.
Recently the U.S. Department of Justice and several states settled their case
with Microsoft by coming to an agreement over these previous concerns.
However, many businesses, industry experts, and consumers likened the settlement to little more than a slap on the wrist and full of loopholes. It does
nothing to prevent future bundling practices while allowing Microsoft to
continue on an aggressive path to further domination, especially in new markets such as the Internet. Some states, including California, are moving forward with the lawsuit because of such concessions and limited scope of the
settlement.
What do you think? Is Microsoft a monopoly that has abused it’s power? If
so, what remedies should have been set up? For more information visit:
Http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/business/specials/microsofttrial/
Send your comments to lortiz@scu.edu
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Conference Room
Reminders
Exam time coincides with a
greater demand for the libraries
four conference rooms. We want
to take a minute and remind you
of a few policies in relation to
those conference rooms. Please
make an effort to abide by these
policies so that everyone has a
fair chance to make use of them.
Your cooperation is appreciated.
Groups with 6 or fewer people
will be assigned a smaller room.
Only groups with 7 or more people may check out either White
or Warburton, in that order. Exceptions will be made if the
smaller rooms are full at the requested times.
Groups are allowed 3 hours max
per day. Please do not try to sign
up for different rooms on the
same day, nor attempt to renew
your time slot if your group
reaches it’s limit. Keys must be
returned on time, no extras!
Don’t sign up for a room and
then leave for extended periods
of time. Doing so prevents other,
more needier groups from using
the rooms. Keys should remain in
the library at all times. If you
must leave momentarily, then
leave your keys at the Circ desk.
Keep in mind that if you don’t
show up by 15 minutes after your
assigned time, we will give your
room to another group.
Also, no food
and/or drink
in the rooms.
Thank you
and happy
studying!
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Okay everybody, time to get in the zone, the Heafey Fun Zone that is!
To start things off, why not some trivia? Let’s see just how much you
really know about the law. As you know, last month marked the start
of the current United States Supreme Court session. Can you match
the justices with facts about their previous positions. Good Luck!
1. William H. Rehnquist

A. Co-chair of the Arizona Committee to elect
Richard Nixon. Nominated by Ronald Reagan.

2. John Paul Stevens

B. Clerked for Associate Justice Arthur Goldberg.
Born in San Francisco, nominated by Bill Clinton.

3. Sandra Day O’Connor

C. Studied law at Northwestern like father. In 1947,
graduated with highest grades in history of school.

4. Antonin Scalia

D. Served as Attorney General of New Hampshire.
Nominated by George Bush.

5. Anthony M. Kennedy

E. Youngest member of Supreme Court. Served as
Chairman of the E.E.O.C. from 1982-1990.

6. David H. Souter

F. Served as the A.C.L.U.’s General Counsel. Authored book on judicial procedure in Sweden.

7. Clarence Thomas

G. Served as a “weather observer” in Africa during
W.W. II. Law clerk for Justice Robert H. Jackson.

8. Ruth Bader Ginsburg

H. Taught constitutional law at the McGeorge
School of Law in California.

9. Stephen G. Breyer

I. First American of Italian heritage appointed to
Supreme Court. Played french horn in high school.

Answers: 1-G, 2-C, 3-A, 4-I, 5-H, 6-D, 7-E, 8-F, 9-B

For more information on the Supreme Court Justices, why not visit the following website: WWW.SupremeCourtHistory.org/ Ö

Say What? Real World Comments by Lawyers…
•
•
•
•
•

•

Q. Was that the same nose you broke as a child?
How far apart were the vehicles at the time of collision?
You don't know what it was, and you didn't know what it looked like,
but can you describe it?
All your responses must be oral, ok? What school did you go to? Oral.
Now, doctor, isn't it true that when a person dies in his sleep, in most
cases he just passes quietly away and doesn't know anything about it
until the next morning?
Doctor, how many autopsies have you performed on dead people?
All my autopsies are performed on dead people.

If you found these fun and entertaining then why not peruse the libraries section
on lawyer jokes, wit, and humor. Heafey Library call # range K 183-184 Ñ
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Thanksgiving Crossword Puzzle
Try To Solve This festive Puzzle! Answers Are Posted on Claranet. Good Luck!
Puzzle Clues & Hints
ACROSS

DOWN

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
25
27

1 Turkey alternative
2 Much __ about
nothing
3 Pan's partner
4 Already adjusted
5 Berate (2 wds.)
6 Not this
7 Golf course "goals"
8 Weathered
9 Compass point
10 Bear or Berra
11 Qualified
12 Planet orbiter
13 Compass point
21 Cozy room (2wds.)
22 Italian "dollars"
23 Polite word
24 Rural
26 McDonald's "Big
__"
27 Baths
28 Representative
30 Anger
31 Painter Rockwell
32 It follows 23 Down
35 Dickens' Tiny __
37 Comedian Jay
39 Make a mistake
40 Steps for crossing a
fence
42 Goddess
45 Software Publisher's Association
47 Max
50 Thanksgiving bird
52 "I __ allegiance..."
53 Horseback travelers
55 German engraver
Albrecht
57 Talk back
58 Dog food brand
59 Not the Army or
Navy
60 Unconsciousness
62 Rice wine
64 Night bird
66 Cooking oil
67 Adam's wife
68 Seed bread

29
33
34
36
38
41
43
44
46
48
49
51
54
56
57
61
63
64
65
69
70
71
72
73
74

Joyful
Former
Sweet potatoes
Love intensely
__ of Plenty
Band instrument
Hotel's cousin
Healing plant
Serving
Designated
Legal claim
Don't __ on me
Very large truck
Close up the
windows
Adventurous
Pops
Fisherman's tool
Penzoil is this
(2 wds.)
Bets
Favorite Thanksgiving dessert
Work as a waitress
Circumvents
Female parent
60 sec.
What an actor
reads
Higher than alto
Extol
Hurt arm holder
Cranberry __
Corroded
Too
Vegetable
Postpone
Canned meat
brand
Seven days
Meat and potatoes covering
Couch
Greek stringed
instrument
Sugar-free brand

Answers are posted on ClaraNet: http://claranet.scu.edu
Click on the link for “Heafey Law Library”. Scroll down to course
6000 and click on it to gain access to the answers! No cheating!
Entertainment Online
There is an abundant source of
games and entertainment online.
These are a few websites worth
visiting on one of your breaks
from studying. Enjoy!
WWW. shockwave.com
Check out this websites line of
original and classic arcade
games!
Http://games.yahoo.com
This site is a veteran, with plenty
of card games and puzzles!
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(Heafey Microclimates, Continued from page 6)

Maintenance of the systems is up to the Universities Facilities Department.
They are the only ones
who can turn the heat and
air conditioning up or
down. It isn’t as simple as
turning a dial and often
requires workers to go
onto the roof and try to
make the systems cooperate. Typically extreme temperatures are a result of
the older and newer systems working against each
other.
So, why report discomfort
with the temperature to
the circulation desk if it
takes a work order and
outside people to adjust
the temperature? Circulation monitors complaints
and reports problems to
Facilities. Replacement of
the older systems is expensive. Therefore every complaint Circulation passes
on is more evidence that
the money for the replacement will be well spent.
Meanwhile, try a different
location in the library—
with so many fluctuations
there’s bound to be a climate just right for you. We
will try to make it as comfortable as can be, despite
the handicap of our climate control systems. A
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(Study Aids Online Continued from page 5)

This website is hosted by the
University of Pittsburgh School
of Law and provides an abundant amount of resources for
those in the law community. Of
relevance to you is the section
on Exams under the Law
School link. Here you will find a
compilation of links to outlines,
papers, media, and other helpful exam strategies and hints
from a variety of individuals
and organizations across the
United States. Also worth noting is the links section to actual
law school exams from places
such as Harvard that are available to anyone, with some even
providing answers.

printed above the opinion itself (They are also referred to
as “squibs” or as the syllabus
of the case.) In cases published by West, the
“Keynote” numbering system
assigns a topic number and
name to each headnote; this
gives subject access to every
case published by West.
Headnotes are an ingeniously
useful tool to help understand a case and find other
cases on a particular point of
law.
Now that you know a little
about where the name came
from, we hope you find it
both useful and entertaining.
For more information on
Edwin A. Heafey stop by the
reference desk and look at the
plaque on the wall. 

Law Nerds
Http://LawNerds.com
Don’t let the name deter you
from visiting this site. Often
nerds are the ones who have
their act straight and do well on
exams! This site does a wonderful job of separating all the
steps in exam preparation and
then going into detail on each
of these steps. From developing the right frame of mind, to
writing a great outline, to managing time. They throw in actual exams and answers and
even let you develop your own
exams! This is definitely a site
worth bookmarking.

HEAFEY HEADNOTES is the bisemester publication for Law
students, faculty/staff, and
friends of Heafey Law Library.
Editor & Publisher
Lucio Ortiz
Circulation Department
Editorial Assistance
Dolores de la Fuente
Reference Department
Comments may be sent to:
lortiz@scu.edu
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The Staff Of Heafey Law Library
Wishes You GOOD LUCK
On Your Exams!

Regular Hours
Monday—Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8:00 a.m.—Midnight
8:00 a.m.—10:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.—10:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.—Midnight

November:
22
23
24-25
30

Closed [Thanksgiving]
9:00 a.m.—9:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.—Midnight
8:00 a.m.—Midnight

December:
1-2
1-2
3-17
3-6
7
8-9
10-13
14
15-16
17
18-21
18-19
20
21
22-Jan. 1
22-31

Reading Period
9:00 a.m.—Midnight
Exam Period
8:00 a.m.—2:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.—Midnight
9:00 a.m.—Midnight
8:00 a.m.—2:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.—Midnight
9:00 a.m.—Midnight
8:00 a.m.—2:00 a.m.
Post Exam Period
8:00 a.m.—Midnight
8:00 a.m.—10:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.—4:00 p.m.
Holiday Break
Closed

January:
1
2-4
5
6
7-11
12
13

Library Administration:
Dean Mary Emery
Patti Hallead
Mary Hood

Circulation Department:
Mike Ford
Carl Frazier
Gus Lane
Lucio Ortiz
Monica Rose
Kevin Schweikher

Law School Computing Services:
Hadi Amjadi
Norm Davidson
Andrew Gurthet
Ed Mananquil

Reference Department:
Prano Amjadi
Shelley Blackman
Dave Bridgman
Dolores de la Fuente
Ellen Platt

Library Technical Services:
Closed
8:00 a.m.—8:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.—6:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.—9:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m.
Regular Hours Resume

Whit Alexander
Maria Barnard
Diane Cascio
Doug Clapp
Mary Sue Crawford
Marilyn Dreyer
Tammie Prichard
Julia Shebanow

Have a wonderful break!

